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          The Audi A5 Cabriolet.

                            A new claim.

_There are moments you have already experienced several 

times. And all of a sudden, they feel new again. Because 

everything feels more intense. Because you feel more than 

before. And because you see things you did not see before.

A journey in the new Audi A5 Cabriolet is one of those 

moments. Because you exchange the ordinary for the 

extraordinary. And you feel that it is more than just a new 

Cabriolet. It is a new claim.

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emission figures can be found from page 62 onwards.
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Until now, you looked at a vehicle.

                        Now you enjoy it.
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… is made by your eyes. 

The moment you set eyes 

on the silhouette of the 

new Audi A5 Cabriolet. 

Its long wheelbase. The 

extended bonnet. The short 

overhangs. Details which 

underline the athletic 

Coupé character just 

as much as the striking 

body lines. An unmistakable 

presence that is also 

felt even with the fabric

hood closed. Experience

dynamics anew. Even when

you are not at the wheel.

_The first exciting journey …

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emission

figures can be found from page 62 onwards.
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… is pure energy. Take the 

opportunity to envisage the 

powerful design features. 

The headlights give 

the Audi A5 Cabriolet a 

determined impression. The 

striking front section contributes 

to this, as does the horizontal 

body line of the rear. Exclusivity 

does not fall by the wayside: 

accentuated chrome and 

aluminium elements highlight 

the individuality and turn each stop 

into sheer enjoyment.

_Each pause with the Audi A5 Cabriolet …

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emission figures can be found from page 62 onwards.
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… of the Audi A5 Cabriolet takes on 

a whole new meaning. A multitude 

of options awaits you. Agility and 

comfort complement each other 

to make each moment a precious 

one. Supported, for example, by the

optional front headroom heating, 

which usually lets you forget about 

the low temperatures. An excellent 

climate remains even after closing 

the hood: the intelligent automatic 

air conditioning memorises the set 

temperature whether the hood 

is open or closed and automatically 

adjusts itself once you have actuated 

it again. All you have to do is enjoy.

_Freedom, at the wheel …

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emission

figures can be found from page 62 onwards.
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Until now, you opened a hood.

               Now you open a new horizon.

_Above you the endless sky. The sun 

warming your skin. The wind rustling

your hair. Time loses its significance

as the skyline of the city

passes by and you move on to pastures new. A journey with 

the Audi A5 Cabriolet embodies the purest type of driving fun. 

The classic fabric represents a large portion of that fun. 

Ultimately, it shapes the car’s special character. At the same 

time it is characterised by a high degree of comfort and 

well thought-out details. So it only takes 15 seconds until 

the fully automatic hood makes room for summer freshness. 

And only slightly longer to close when needed. You need 

not interrupt your discovery trip to do so. Up to a speed of 

50 km/h the hood can be operated while driving. Only the 

optional acoustic hood is even more impressive. When closed, 

it reduces noise so effectively that you can fully concentrate 

on your driving experience.

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emission figures can be found from page 62 onwards.
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Until now, you expected space.

      Now you appreciate size.

_These are the intensive driving moments

which make the Audi A5 Cabriolet so 

inviting and express themselves 

in the interior. At a glance you are aware 

of the tremendous claim to exclusivity, 

design and technology. Immediately 

evident is the amount of space which 

can accommodate four people in 

considerable comfort. For example 

with heated and ventilated climate-

controlled comfort front seats on 

request. An automatic belt provider 

for even more comfort and ease. Or 

the optional drinks holder integrated 

in the rear seat for the two rear 

occupants. Anyone should be able 

to experience freedom.

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emission

figures can be found from page 62 onwards.
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_In the cockpit the sun’s coming up.

Superior quality materials create 

a sovereign atmosphere and emphasise 

the high processing quality. Each detail 

is ergonomic and precisely tailored to 

the driver. Such as the optional MMI® – the 

central control system in the A5 Cabriolet. 

The MMI® navigation plus enables 

navigation by means of 3D maps shown 

on the high-resolution colour display. 

At the same time, music and video 

files can be played with excellent tone 

and picture quality. Just in case you 

want to enjoy more than the wind in 

your hair and the countryside.

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emission figures can be found from page 62 onwards.
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_The acoustic experience is 

ensured by the optional 

Bang & Olufsen Sound System. 

With its 505 watts, distributed 

between twelve loudspeakers, 

it provides a crystal clear, 

transparent stereophonic 

sound, turning every journey 

into a concert tour.

_Space in the Audi A5 Cabriolet is 

excellently exploited in all respects. The 

split and folding rear seat backrest with 

remote unlocking function makes it easy 

to stow away long objects. Suitcases, 

bags and leisure time requisites fit into 

the generous luggage compartment, which 

has a volume of 320 litres and is easy 

to load even with the hood open.

The fuel consumption and CO₂ semission

figures can be found from page 62 onwards.
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Until now, you counted kilometres.

        Now you gather experiences.

_Step inside. Open the hood and 

start the engine. Take a brief deep 

breath. Then lightly press the 

accelerator pedal – that is enough 

to ignite the controlled power 

of the Audi A5 Cabriolet. Its wide 

track and optimised axle load 

distribution give it an incomparable 

feeling for the road. The direct 

steering ensures agile handling. 

The six-speed manual transmission 

demonstrates its tremendous 

reaction speed. Short shift travel 

lets you feel the concentrated 

engine power and enhances 

the pleasure of each moment 

of the drive.

The optional multitronic automatic 

transmission is particularly conven-

ient. It has continuously variable 

gearshifting and is characterised 

by excellent pulling power as well 

as low consumption. The sporty 

highlight: the optionally available 

S tronic. This 7-speed dual clutch 

transmission, in which the next 

gear is already engaged before 

you select it, ensures gearshifting 

without any perceptible break in 

propulsive power. And ensures 

perceptible agility too.

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emission

figures can be found from page 62 onwards.
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_When cornering, you feel …

… the athletic character particularly 

clearly. When you steer into it with 

the Audi A5 Cabriolet almost 

without loss of dynamic power and 

cannot wait to get to the next 

hairpin. The quattro® all-wheel drive 

with sports differential, which is 

available on request for diverse 

engine models is responsible for 

this, whereby the electronically 

controlled differential distributes 

various amounts of driving force 

to each rear wheel. The next 

corner already awaits you.

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emission figures can be found from page 62 onwards.
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Until now, you experienced power.

                 Now you feel passion.

_Each kilometre, each straight and 

each corner has exciting impressions 

in store. With the range of engine 

variants of the Audi A5 Cabriolet 

you will soon forget your everyday 

affairs and get on with discovering 

something new. Enormous 

torque strength and power reserves 

characterise the power units just 

as smooth running and efficiency. 

Bundled engineering power is 

embedded in each of the engines. 

Example FSI®: the technology 

used in all petrol engines burns 

fuel more quickly and efficiently 

due to direct injection. Or TFSI®, 

whose turbocharger ensures 

additional power delivery. When 

combined with the Audi valvelift 

system, which reduces internal 

engine friction, the 2.0 TFSI and 

3.2 FSI engines deliver tremendous 

performance. Power which is likewise 

available in the innovative TDI diesel 

engines. Because no matter which 

drive unit you decide on: Audi 

efficiency should accompany you 

on any route. You will feel it.

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emission figures can be found from page 62 onwards.
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_Each journey with an 

                 Audi A5 Cabriolet is unique.

Because each journey is 

different. Thanks to the optional 

Audi drive select with dynamic 

steering and/or suspension with 

damper regulation or quattro® with 

sports differential, you have the 

opportunity to individually adjust the 

vehicle characteristics. Depending 

on whether you prefer a sporty or 

comfortable drive. Whatever your 

choice, you are well protected. You 

can react confidently to almost any 

situation with the standard active 

and passive safety systems. So you 

can enjoy more than just the road: 

you can enjoy a new claim.

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emission figures can be found from page 62 onwards.
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Until now, each route had a destination.

Now, each destination has a route.
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Increased dynamics.

              Enhanced efficiency.

Sportier than ever. With the new Audi S models, you experience power on a whole 

new level. Delivery of power and acceleration are tradition in the breathtaking 

Audi sports cars. Technical highlights, such as the specially adjusted S sports 

suspension, high-performance brakes, ESP or the quattro® permanent 

all-wheel drive, allow you to really experience this force.

But an Audi bearing the S emblem incorporates so much more. Maximum 

agility combined with efficiency and functionality. See for yourself – drive 

the Audi S5 Cabriolet.

The equipment and fuel consumption and CO₂ emission figures can be found in the S5 Cabriolet catalogue.
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gearshifting times. And the aerodynamic design of the 

Audi bodies provides additional savings in fuel by combining 

low air resistance with low levels of lift.

All measures contribute towards a perfect combination of 

efficiency and sportiness in every Audi. Today – and also in 

the future. So that you can at all times feel the demands that 

we have always placed on ourselves: Vorsprung durch 

Technik.

¹  Fuel consumption in l/100 km: urban 8.7; extra-urban 5.5; 

combined 6.7; CO₂ emissions in g/km: combined 175.

²  The renowned “International Engine of the Year Awards”

are awarded by Great Britain’s car magazines:

www.ukipme.com/engineoftheyear

36
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Efficiency: standard in every Audi.

The direct route to enhanced efficiency is via innovation. 

For decades, Audi has been continuously providing decisive 

impetus for the entire automobile industry, thereby proving 

that effective efficiency is the result of a sustainable 

strategy. That’s why fuel consumption and emissions-

reducing measures are fitted as standard to all Audi models. 

The extensive technologies are combined in a model-specific 

manner and are implemented consistently throughout the 

entire vehicle fleet.

The Audi Space Frame (ASF) is a milestone in Audi’s extensive 

experience in lightweight construction. With this 

revolutionary construction method, the weight of the body 

shell is reduced by about a third in comparison with 

conventional steel construction. The latest innovation in 

lightweight construction: the weight-reducing aluminium 

hybrid construction used in the new Audi A6.

Furthermore, with the TDI, Audi has developed one of 

the world’s most successful diesel technologies. The 

combination of direct diesel injection and turbocharging 

provides high efficiency and superior engine power. Current 

highlight: the 3.0 TDI clean diesel in the Audi A4 Saloon¹.

It already fulfils the EU6 emissions standard that does not 

come into force in Europe until 2014.

Also noteworthy: the downsizing technology of the TFSI® 

petrol engines. Five times in succession, the 2.0-litre TFSI 

engine has been voted “Engine of the Year”². A new 

evolutionary stage in efficiency is set by Audi with the 

Q5 hybrid quattro: as a pioneer of electrical mobility, it 

marks the entry into a future that in the long term will be 

emissions-free.

The potential of the frugal TDI and TFSI engines is brought 

particularly efficiently onto the road with the S tronic dual-

clutch transmission with low engine speeds and shorter
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Audi exclusive leather upholstery and trim, Fine Nappa leather, jet grey/crimson red with contrasting seams.

*From quattro GmbH.
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Audi exclusive* – individually means manually.

Exterior and interior – combined to suit your wishes. Selected, individual colours for the paintwork of the vehicle; fine 

leather, elegant Alcantara and top quality woods and inlays for the interior trim of your Audi. It is exactly this combination, 

your personal choice from the versatility of high quality materials and equipment elements that turns an Audi into your 

Audi, making it something really special. You can find information on your customisation options from your Audi partner or 

from the customisation studio at the Audi Forum in Neckarsulm.
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Audi exclusive line*

Sports seats, front

electric lumbar support for the front seats

Seat side bolsters and head restraints with 

coloured piping, steering wheel rim and gear lever 

gaiter with coloured seams (piping and seam to 

match the seat centre sections)

2-colour seat covers with piping (seat side 

bolsters black/seat centre sections optionally 

in alabaster white, crimson red or cognac) in 

Fine Nappa leather (including heat protection for 

the front seats when exposed to direct sunlight)

Door trim inserts in leather to match seat centre 

sections

Leather-covered sports steering wheel, 3-spoke 

design with coloured seams (to match seat centre 

sections);

 optional: multifunction leather-covered sports 

 steering wheel in 3-spoke design with or 

 without gear shift function, each with coloured 

 seam (to match seat centre sections).

 Note: if ordering Audi lane assist, this can only

 be combined with the respective 4-spoke-design 

 leather-covered steering wheel without coloured 

 seam detail

Matt brushed aluminium inlays,

 optional: Piano finish black or Walnut brown

Black interior (including black attachments)

Floor mats with coloured piping (to match seat 

centre sections)

Audi exclusive door sill trims

2-colour seat covers Inlays

Inlays, Matt brushed aluminium

Inlays, Piano finish black

Inlays, Walnut brown

Fine Nappa leather, crimson red/black

Fine Nappa leather cognac/black

2-colour seat covers in cognac/black Gear lever gaiter with coloured seams detail

Fine Nappa leather, alabaster white/black

*From quattro GmbH.
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Sports seats with 2-colour seat covers in alabaster white/black with piping in Fine Nappa leather
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Diffuser insert painted in Platinum GreyFront bumper and side radiator grilles in a distinctive 

sporty design

S line exterior package

Front and rear bumpers, side grilles 

and diffuser insert in a striking, sporty design

Side sill strips, body-coloured

Centre, front spoiler lip and diffuser insert 

painted in Platinum Grey

Door sill trims with S line logo

S line logos on the front wings

Chrome-plated exhaust tailpipe surrounds

(four-cylinder models)

The fuel consumption and CO₂ emission figures can be found from page 62 onwards.
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S line – redefining sportiness.

When you drive an Audi A5 Cabriolet you are making a clear declaration of your belief in sporty motoring. The S line packages 

give you the opportunity to lend further emphasis to the athletic presence of your Audi A5 Cabriolet, with a range of equipment that 

accentuates its dynamic body lines, gives its interior a perceptibly sporty identity and further optimises its driving performance. 

Decide on a plus in sportiness.
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Seat covers Inlays

Sprint cloth/leather, black

Perforated Alcantara/Leather, black

Milano leather, black

Fine Nappa leather, black 

Piano finish black

Fine grain birch wood grey

Matt brushed aluminium 

Monza Silver metallicMisano Red, pearl effect

S line sports package

Cast aluminium wheels in 5-spoke design, also 

optionally available in 10-spoke design, 

size 8.5 J x 18 with 245/40 R 18 tyres; 

  also optional: cast aluminium wheels, 20-spoke 

design, 2-piece, 5-segment spoke design or 

5-arm rotor design, titanium look, high-gloss 

turned finish, size 9 J x 19 with 255/35 R 19 

tyres; or: cast aluminium wheels in 7-double-

spoke design, size 9 J x 20 with 265/30 R 20 

tyres

S line sports suspension with more dynamic 

suspension tuning and vehicle lowered by 10 mm

S line logos on the front wings

Door sill trims with S line logo

Interior, dashboard and hood headlining in black, 

with a choice of silver or black seams on cloth/

leather or perforated Alcantara/Leather seat 

covers, leather-covered sports steering wheel, 

gear lever gaiter and floor mats

S line inlays in Matt brushed aluminium,

 optional: in Piano finish black or Fine grain 

 birch wood grey

Sports seats including electric lumbar support

The following options are available for seat 

upholstery, steering wheels, suspensions and paints:

Seat covers in Sprint cloth/leather, perforated 

Alcantara/Leather, Milano leather or Fine Nappa 

leather, in each case in black and with S line 

embossed emblem on the front seat backrests

S line leather-covered sports steering wheel in 

3-spoke design or S line leather-covered 

multifunction sports steering wheel in 3-spoke 

design with or without gearshift function, in each 

case in black leather with S line emblem.

Note: if ordering Audi lane assist, this can only be 

combined with the respective 4-spoke leather-

covered steering wheel without S line emblem

Paints in all standard colours, additional colour 

options in the special colours of Misano Red, 

pearl effect and Monza Silver, metallic

Additional exterior colour options

A5Cabrio_Det18_2011_03.indd   45 16.03.2011   08:48:08
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Sports seats in perforated Alcantara/Leather with S line embossed logo and silver seams, inlays in Matt brushed aluminium, optional Audi exclusive gear lever knob in aluminium

S line multifunction leather-covered sports steering wheel, 3-spoke design Gear lever knob in perforated leather Cast aluminium wheels, 5-spoke design
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Audi A5 Cabriolet in Aurum Beige, metallic with hood in brown and cast aluminium wheels in 15-spoke star design. Front sports seats, upholstery and trim in black Fine Nappa leather, 

black dashboard, Aluminium hologram inlays, MMI® navigation plus with DVD player and Bang & Olufsen Sound System
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Audi A5 Cabriolet in Teak Brown metallic with cast aluminium wheels in 5-arm Y design. Climate-controlled comfort seats at front, perforated Milano leather upholstery and trim in 

cardamom beige, dashboard in taupe beige/tan beige, inlays in Laurel nutmeg, symphony radio and Bang & Olufsen Sound System
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Phantom Black, pearl effect

Aruba Blue, pearl effect

Garnet Red, pearl effect

Audi exclusive individual paints

From quattro GmbH

Hood, red 

Hood, brown 

Hood, black 

Hood colours

Hood, blue 

(can only be ordered in conjunction with acoustic 

hood)

 

Hood headlining, available in black or star silver, also available in beige with cardamom beige seats
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Ibis White

Ice Silver, metallic

Aurum Beige, metallic

Brilliant Black 

Brilliant Red Quartz Grey, metallic

Teak Brown, metallic 

Paints

Monsoon Grey, metallic

Lunar Blue, metallic 

Sphere Blue, metallic

Amethyst Grey, metallic

Please find out from your local Audi partner which equipment is standard and what optional equipment is available in your country.

Glacier White, metallic
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Milano leather, cardamom beige 

Climate-controlled comfort seats

Milano leather perforated, black

Milano leather perforated, cinnamon

Milano leather perforated, pale grey

Milano leather perforated, cardamom beige

Audi exclusive leather upholstery and trim

From quattro GmbH

Audi exclusive leather upholstery and trim

From quattro GmbH

Fine Nappa leather, black 

Fine Nappa leather, pale grey 

Fine Nappa leather, lunar silver 

Sports seats
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Milano leather, pale grey

Milano leather, black

Milano leather, cinnamon 

Standard seats and sports seats

Alcantara/Leather, black 

Alcantara/Leather, pale grey 

Alcantara/Leather, cardamom beige

Sports seats

Please find out from your local Audi partner which equipment is standard and what optional equipment is available in your country.

Audi exclusive leather upholstery and trim

From quattro GmbH

Arcade cloth, black

Arcade cloth, pale grey

Standard seats
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Inlays

Micrometallic platinum

Aluminium hologram 

Walnut brown 

Laurel nutmeg 

Fine grain ash almond beige

Audi exclusive inlays

From quattro GmbH

 

Inlays, for front door trim and rear side panel trims and in the centre console if the front centre armrest is 

included in the order

Audi exclusive inlays, available in a choice of various Audi exclusive woods. From quattro GmbH
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Please find out from your local Audi partner which equipment is standard and what optional equipment is available in your country.

Fine Nappa leather, cardamom beige Fine Nappa leather, cinnamon

Fine Nappa leather, luxor beige 

Fine Nappa leather, red

Audi exclusive leather upholstery and trim

From quattro GmbH

Sports seats

 

Standard seats, front, with manual seat height, fore/aft, backrest angle adjustment and head restraint, 

convenience entry, enhanced front-seat folding function for easy access to the rear compartment

Sports seats, front, with shaped side bolsters for improved lateral support when cornering, featuring electric 

4-way lumbar support, manual seat cushion angle adjustment with extendable thigh support; convenience entry

Climate-controlled comfort seats, front, exclusive seat option with shaped side bolsters and soft-feel design for 

luxurious comfort; actively ventilated and heated, automatic heating to prevent cold seats with 3-stage adjustable 

headroom heating. Perforated leather on the ventilated seat areas of the front seats and on the non-ventilated 

seat areas of the 2 rear seats, convenience entry. (Can only be ordered in conjunction with leather upholstery 

perforated Milano leather, seat heaters, 3-zone deluxe automatic air-conditioning, drinks holder incorporated into 

the rear seat, front headroom heating and electrically adjusted front seats) 

Cloth upholstery and trim in Arcade, seat centre sections in Arcade cloth, seat side bolsters, head restraints and 

door and rear side panel inserts in single-colour cloth. (Cannot be ordered in conjunction with front sports seats)

Alcantara/Leather combination, seat centre sections in Alcantara, seat side bolsters and head restraint centre 

sections in leather, door and rear side panel inserts in Alcantara, includes heat protection for the seat surfaces and 

backrests of the front seats. (Can only be ordered in conjunction with front sports seats)

Milano leather upholstery and trim, seat/side bolster surface and head restraint centre sections in Milano 

leather, including heat protection for the seat surfaces and backrests of the front seats

Milano leather perforated upholstery and trim, seat/side bolster surface and head restraint centre sections in 

Milano leather, ventilated seat surfaces of the front seats and non-ventilated seat surfaces of the 2 rear seats in 

perforated Milano leather, includes heat protection for the seat surfaces and seat backrests of the front seats. 

(Can only be ordered in conjunction with climate-controlled comfort seats, front)

Fine Nappa leather upholstery and trim, seat covers, head restraints and door and side panel inserts in Fine 

Nappa leather, includes heat protection for the seat surfaces and backrests of the front seats

Audi exclusive leather upholstery and trim in Alcantara/Leather, seat centre sections and door trim inserts in 

Alcantara, seat side bolsters, head restraints, centre armrest (if ordered), backrest covers, door armrests in Fine 

Nappa leather, includes heat protection for the seat surfaces and backrests of the front seats; optional: coloured 

seams on the side seat bolsters, head restraints and armrests; attachments are colour-matched to the leather. 

(Only in conjunction with electrically adjustable front seats.) From quattro GmbH

Audi exclusive leather upholstery and trim in Fine Nappa leather, seat covers, head restraints, door trim inserts 

and centre armrest (if ordered), backrest covers, door armrests in Fine Nappa leather, includes heat protection for 

the seat surfaces and backrests of the front seats; optional: coloured seams on the side seat bolsters, head 

restraints and armrests; attachments are colour-matched to the leather. (Only in conjunction with electrically 

adjustable front seats.) From quattro GmbH
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Cast aluminium winter wheels,

15-spoke star design, size 8.5 J x 18 with 245/40

R 18 tyres, permissible top speed 240 km/h, cannot 

be fitted with snow chains

Lightweight forged aluminium winter wheels, 

6-arm design¹, size 7.5 J x 17 with 225/50 R 17 

tyres, permissible top speed 210 km/h, can be 

fitted with snow chains

Audi exclusive cast aluminium wheels,

20-spoke design², two-piece,

size 9 J x 19 with 255/35 R 19 tyres.

From quattro GmbH

Audi exclusive cast aluminium wheels,

7-double-spoke design,

size 9 J x 20 with 265/30 R 20 tyres.

From quattro GmbH

¹ Also available with run-flat tyres.

² Only for 2.0 TFSI 155 kW, 3.2 FSI and 3.0 TDI.

Audi exclusive cast aluminium wheels,

5-spoke design,

size 8.5 J x 18 with 245/40 R 18 tyres.

From quattro GmbH

Audi exclusive cast aluminium wheels,

10-spoke design,

size 8.5 J x 18 with 245/40 R 18 tyres.

From quattro GmbH

Audi exclusive cast aluminium wheels,

5-segment spoke design,

size 9 J x 19 with 255/35 R 19 tyres. 

From quattro GmbH

Audi exclusive wheels/tyres Winter wheels

Audi exclusive cast aluminium wheels, 5-arm rotor 

design, titanium-look, high-gloss turned finish,

size 9 J x 19 with 255/35 R 19 tyres.

From quattro GmbH

 

Run-flat tyres, enabling the journey to be continued safely even when a tyre is flat. Maximum speed 80 km/h, 

maximum run-flat distance 30 km

Wheel bolts, anti-theft, can only be loosened using adapter provided

Tyre repair kit, with 12 V compressor and tyre sealant; permissible top speed 80 km/h

Space-saving spare wheel, can only be ordered with jack

Tyre pressure control display, provides a visual and acoustic warning of any loss in pressure in one or more tyres; 

display in the driver information system

Vehicle tool kit, in the luggage compartment

Jack, in the luggage compartment
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Wheels/tyres

Please find out from your local Audi partner which equipment is standard and what optional equipment is available in your country.

Cast aluminium wheels,

7-arm design,

size 7.5 J x 17 with 225/50 R 17 tyres

Lightweight forged aluminium wheels,

6-arm design,

size 7.5 J x 17 with 225/50 R 17 tyres

Cast aluminium wheels,

7-arm parabolic design,

size 7.5 J x 17 with 225/50 R 17 tyres

Cast aluminium wheels,

6-spoke parabola design¹,

size 8 J x 17 with 245/45 R 17 tyres

Cast aluminium wheels,

10-spoke V design,

size 8.5 J x 18 with 245/40 R 18 tyres

(only for 3.2 FSI and 3.0 TDI)

Cast aluminium wheels,

5-arm Y design,

size 8.5 J x 19 with 255/35 R 19 tyres

Cast aluminium wheels,

15-spoke star design,

size 8.5 J x 18 with 245/40 R 18 tyres

Cast aluminium wheels,

6-spoke design,

size 7.5 J x 16 with 225/55 R 16 tyres

(only for 1.8 TFSI)
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Further exterior equipment

Provision for trailer towing hitch, includes the wiring to the spare wheel well, a prepared ABS control unit and 

adapted engine cooling. The set of parts for retrofitting is available from Audi Genuine Accessories

Trailer towing hitch, removable and lockable, ball-joint coupling and ball head made from forged steel, the 13-

pin socket can be swivelled out of sight behind the bumper skirt; when removed, the towing device can be stored 

in the spare wheel well; trailer stabilisation system via ESP

Aluminium-look exterior, surface of windscreen frame, winding capping trim and cover strip in anodised 

aluminium

Audi Singleframe, radiator grille in Stone Grey; high-gloss Black for the 3.0 TDI and 3.2 FSI

Exhaust tailpipes, visible, dual-branch design with 1 tailpipe each on left and right-hand sides, 1.8 TFSI manual 

and 2.0 TDI models have single-branch design with 2 tailpipes on the left

Model name/logo, model name on the luggage compartment lid, quattro logo (on quattro® models) in radiator 

grille, on luggage compartment lid and in the dashboard on the passenger side; on request, vehicle can also be 

supplied without the model name on the rear

Seats/seating comfort

4-way lumbar support, electric, for driver and front-passenger seats, with horizontal and vertical adjustment

Adjustable front seats, electric adjustment for seat height, fore/aft position and seat and backrest angles, with 

electric 4-way lumbar support; additional electric head restraint height adjustment  

Memory function for driver’s seat, 2 different presets for the electrically adjustable driver’s seat and the exterior 

mirrors

Folding rear seat backrest, can be split and 50:50 or fully folding, with remote backrest release in luggage 

compartment

Seat heaters at front, heat seat cushions and backrests; on sports seats or leather seats also heat the side 

bolsters; individually adjustable in 6 stages for driver and front-passenger seats

Seat heaters front and rear, features as for seat heaters at front, additionally also for rear seats. (Only available in 

conjunction with drinks holder incorporated into rear seat and with leather upholstery and trim or Alcantara/

Leather combination)

Heat protection (for direct sunlight) for front seat surfaces and backrests, for Alcantara/Leather combination, 

Milano leather upholstery and trim and Fine Nappa leather upholstery and trim. The special colour pigmentation 

of the leather prevents excessive build-up of heat. The infrared radiation in sunlight is reflected. The surface 

temperature can be reduced by up to 20 °C by the heat protection

Centre armrest at front, adjustable lengthways; with fold-open storage compartment and a 12 V socket in the 

centre console

Leather armrests in the door trims in Fine Nappa leather, includes rear side panel trims in Fine Nappa leather to 

create an exclusive look for the interior. (Can only be ordered in conjunction with leather trim or Alcantara/Leather 

combination)

Head restraints front and rear, height adjustable at the front

 

ISOFIX child seat mounting for the rear seats

ISOFIX child seat mounting for front-passenger seat and rear seats, with deactivation switch for the front-

passenger airbag

Steering wheels/gear levers/controls

Steering wheel in 4-spoke design, with full-size airbag, manually adjustable for height and reach, black

Leather-covered steering wheel in 4-spoke design, with full-size airbag, manually adjustable for height and 

reach, includes gear lever knob or selector lever knob and gear lever gaiter in leather, colour coordinated with the 

selected interior colour

Leather-covered sports steering wheel in 3-spoke design, with full-size airbag and in perforated leather, 

adjustable in height and reach, including gear lever knob or selector lever knob and gaiter in leather

Leather-covered multifunction steering wheel in 4-spoke design, with full-size airbag, equipment as for leather-

covered steering wheel; for operating the basic functions of Audi navigation systems and radios, Bluetooth 

interface, fitting for mobile phone or car phone; models with automatic transmission optionally available with 

shift paddles behind the steering wheel

Leather-covered multifunction sports steering wheel in 3-spoke design, with full-size airbag and perforated 

leather, adjustable in height and reach, including gear lever knob or selector lever knob and gaiter in leather, for 

operating the basic functions of Audi navigation systems and radios, Bluetooth interface, fitting for mobile phone 

or car phone; models with automatic transmission optionally available with shift paddles behind the steering 

wheel 

Steering wheel rim customised with Audi exclusive leather, available in all Audi exclusive colours; individual 

choice of seams in various Audi exclusive colours. From quattro GmbH

Audi exclusive gear lever knob in aluminium, from quattro GmbH

Controls customised with Audi exclusive leather, leather-covered steering wheel rim, gear lever and gear lever 

gaiter; available in all Audi exclusive colours; individual choice of colour for seams in various Audi exclusive 

colours. From quattro GmbH

Climate control

Automatic air conditioner, with sunlight-dependent control, electronically regulates the air temperature, flow 

rate and distribution, with ram air control and manual recirculation mode, dust and pollen filter, defroster vents 

for the windscreen and the side windows, key-coded settings; storage of 2 temperatures for when the hood is 

open and closed, retrieved as a key-coded setting

3-zone deluxe automatic air conditioner, with sunlight-dependent control, electronically regulates the air 

temperature, flow rate and distribution, separate temperature distribution for driver, front-passenger and rear 

compartment, temperature and air distribution adjustable left and right in the front, control panel for setting the 

temperature in the rear compartment in the rear centre console, automatic recirculation mode by means of air 

quality sensor, front control panel with digital display, includes rain, light and humidity sensor, combined filter, 

indirect ventilation

Headroom heating at front, adjustable in 3 stages, vents on the front-seat backrests. (Can only be ordered in 

conjunction with climate-controlled comfort seats at the front or front sports seats) 
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Please find out from your local Audi partner which equipment is standard and what optional equipment is available in your country.

 

Interior mirror, can be dimmed

also optionally:

automatically dimming (can only be ordered in conjunction with light/rain sensor)

Roof systems

Fully automatic hood, made from insulated, 3-ply fabric, hood actuation up to a speed of 50 km/h

Acoustic hood, due to optimised material thickness and connection, the noise level in the interior is clearly 

improved, including make-up mirror illumination, LED interior front and rear light

Wind deflector, can be stowed away in the luggage compartment in the spare wheel well, as long as the space-

saving wheel is not ordered

Closing systems

Central locking with autolock function and radio-operated remote control incorporated into the vehicle key

Radio-operated remote control for the central locking, with interior switch incorporated into the vehicle key, 

including glove box lock; unlocks and locks the doors, windows, luggage compartment lid and fuel filler cap at the 

touch of a button; variable rolling code

Comfort key, access and authorisation system; the key only needs to be carried with you; the engine is started and 

switched off via the engine start/stop button on the centre console, the vehicle is locked from outside via buttons 

on both door handles; the vehicle can also be opened from the luggage compartment lid, convenience closing/

opening of hood via the radio-operated remote control within a 4 m radius of the vehicle

Immobiliser, electronic, incorporated in engine control unit, automatically activated by the vehicle key

Garage door opener (HomeLink), programmable radio-operated remote control, operating buttons incorporated 

in the interior lighting module; can be used to open many garage doors and exterior gates; allows control of 

security and lighting systems; please contact your Audi partner for further information

Anti-theft alarm including interior monitoring and tow-away protection via angle of inclination sensor; can be 

deactivated; signal horn for monitoring the doors, bonnet and luggage compartment lid independent of vehicle 

electrical system

Fitting for Tracking Assistant, fitting for connecting a Tracking Assistant (available from Audi Genuine 

Accessories) that enables a stolen vehicle to be located

Ignition lock electronic, ignition key features integral chip, automatically stores relevant vehicle service data 

(mileage, chassis number and much more)

Glazing

Heat-insulating glass, green tinted, windscreen made of laminated glass

Rear window, made of glass, heated, with timer

Windscreen wash/wipe system, 2-speed operation, 4-speed adjustable intermittent wipe, flick-wipe function, 

automatic wash/wipe function

 

Lights

xenon plus including headlight cleaning system, the headlights with durable gas discharge technology for dipped 

and main beam enable an intensive illumination of the road with evenness and range, in a colour resembling 

daylight both close-up and in the distance. The automatic-dynamic beam angle control prevents oncoming traffic 

from being dazzled; daytime running lights and rear lights in LED technology with low energy consumption

Daytime running lights with separate reflectors, with xenon plus LED daytime running lights with low power 

consumption integrated into the headlights

Headlights, halogen headlights utilising ellipsoid technology with clear glass covers, electric headlight range 

control and parking light function, daytime running lights with separate reflectors

adaptive light, the dynamic cornering light identifies the course of the road from the movement of the steering 

wheel. The headlights swivel into the corner as a function of steer angle, thereby variably illuminating the bend; 

operational between speeds of approx. 10 km/h and 110 km/h. (Can only be ordered in conjunction with xenon plus)

Main beam assist, working within system limits, automatically detects the headlights of oncoming traffic, the rear 

lights of other road users and built-up areas. Depending on the traffic situation, the main beam is automatically 

switched on or off. The system thereby improves the driver’s visibility and ensures a more relaxed drive thanks to the 

extra comfort and convenience. (Can only be ordered in conjunction with automatically dimming interior mirror)

Interior lighting with delayed switch-off and contact switches on all doors; lights for luggage compartment, 

driver, front-passenger and rear compartment, 2 reading lights at front, make up mirror illumination, ambient 

lighting

Light package comprises illuminated vent controls and inside door handles, active door reflectors, entry lights, 

front and rear footwell lights, illuminated glove compartment, LED technology for the front interior lighting and 

make-up mirror illumination

Rear lights in red, reversing lights in white, integral rear fog lights

LED rear lights, LED brake and tail lights; reversing lights, rear fog lights and indicators have a light bulb. (Only in 

conjunction with xenon plus)

Front fog lights, integrated in the bumper, with ring trim in aluminium look

Headlight cleaning system uses water and high pressure, for improved illumination and good visibility. (Standard 

in conjunction with xenon plus)

Light/rain sensor to control the automatic headlights, the coming home/leaving home function and the automatic 

windscreen wiper function; includes windscreen with grey-coloured strip along the top edge

Mirrors

Exterior mirrors with integral LED indicator; electrically adjustable; body-coloured housings; convex, flat or 

aspherical mirror glass

also optionally:

heated, both exterior mirrors and windscreen washer jets heated

heated and electrically folding

heated, electrically folding and automatically dimming 

(can only be ordered in conjunction with automatically dimming interior mirror)

heated, electrically folding and automatically dimming, with memory function

(can only be ordered in conjunction with automatically dimming interior mirror and driver’s seat with memory function)56
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Radio and TV systems

chorus radio with CD player, dynamic station list, 30-station memory, FM (VHF) and AM (MW, LW) reception, MMI 

operating concept, 6.5-inch monochrome screen, speed-dependent volume control, phase diversity, 4 passive 

loudspeakers, total output 40 watts Note: certain car menu settings cannot be made using the chorus radio

concert radio with CD player and SDHC memory card reader (up to 32 GB), both MP3, AAC and WMA-compatible, 

dynamic station list, 30-station memory, FM (VHF) and AM (MW, LW) reception, MMI operating concept, 6.5-inch 

TFT colour screen, TP memo function, speed-dependent volume control, phase diversity, AUX-IN connection, 

8 passive loudspeakers, total output 80 watts

symphony radio with integral changer for 6 CDs and SDHC memory card reader (up to 32 GB), both with MP3, 

AAC and WMA-capability, dynamic station list, 30-station memory, FM (VHF) and AM (MW, LW) reception, MMI 

operating concept, 6.5-inch TFT colour screen, TP memo function, speed-dependent volume control, phase 

diversity, AUX-IN connection, 8 passive loudspeakers, total output 80 watts

Digital radio reception (DAB) for concert and symphony radios and for navigation systems; reception of digital 

stations in accordance with the DAB standard in addition to analogue stations; in connection with MMI navigation 

or MMI navigation plus includes reception of DAB+ and DMB audio. With the DAB twin tuner (only available in 

conjunction with MMI navigation plus), a second DAB tuner permanently searches for alternative reception 

frequencies of the set radio station; at the same time the station list is updated. Please note: reception depends 

on local digital network availability

TV reception for MMI navigation plus, reception of analogue and digitally broadcast (DVB-T) unencrypted 

television stations (MPEG-2 standard), TV picture, teletext and Electronic Programme Guide (EPG). Facility to 

connect 2 external AV sources via the optional adapter cable. Please note: TV reception depends on local analogue 

and digital network availability. No AV or TV output whilst the car is being driven (audio output also available 

while the car is being driven)

Audi sound system, 6-channel amplifier, 10 speakers including centre speaker in the dashboard and subwoofer in 

the left side panel, total output 180 watts. (Cannot be ordered with chorus radio)

Bang & Olufsen Sound System, surround sound reproduction via 12 high-performance speakers, 1 centre speaker 

and 2 midrange speakers in the dashboard; 1 tweeter in each mirror quadrant; 1 woofer in each front door; 

2 tweeters and 2 low/midrange units in the side panels; 1 subwoofer in the left side panel, exclusive speaker 

covers with aluminium trim, dynamic driving noise compensation, 10-channel amplifier, total output 505 watts. 

5.1 Surround Sound reproduction is possible in conjunction with MMI navigation plus and the integral DVD drive. 

(Cannot be ordered with chorus radio)

CD-changer in the glove compartment for 6 CDs (MP3 and WMA-compatible), shock-resistant, easily accessible, 

no cartridge, each CD can be loaded or changed separately. Playback of copy-protected music files (DRM) ist not 

possible. (Can only be ordered in conjunction with MMI navigation or MMI navigation plus)

Audi music interface, for generation 4 and higher Apple iPods, an Apple iPhone (music functionality) as well as 

USB storage media and MP3 players. The Audi music interface is located in the glove compartment and operated 

via MMI navigation plus, MMI navigation, symphony radio, concert radio or a leather-covered multifunction 

steering wheel. Note: can only be used in conjunction with a special adapter cable (available from Audi Genuine 

Accessories). Please contact your Audi partner for information on other compatible MP3 players. (In conjunction 

with the Audi music interface, the AUX-IN connection is omitted)

Adapter cable set for Audi music interface, consisting of 2 connection cables for the connection of iPod/iPhone or 

data carrier/media player with USB connection (Type A); further adapter cables available from Audi Genuine 

Accessories

 

Telephone and communication

Bluetooth interface, Bluetooth-compatible mobile telephones can be connected to the vehicle via the interface. 

Hands-free calls are possible in the vehicle via the microphone. (Cannot be ordered with chorus radio)

Mobile phone fitting (Bluetooth), comprises a hands-free facility and fitting for optional mobile-specific charger; 

operation via MMI navigation plus, MMI navigation, concert radio, symphony radio or leather-covered 

multifunction wheel; please contact your Audi partner for adapters and information about compatible mobile 

phones. (Can only be ordered in conjunction with leather-covered multifunction steering wheel and a navigation 

system or a concert or symphony radio)

Mobile phone fitting (Bluetooth) in the front centre armrest, equipment as for mobile phone fitting (Bluetooth), 

fitting for optional mobile-specific charger in the centre armrest at the front. (Can only be ordered in conjunction 

with leather-covered multifunction steering wheel and a navigation system or a concert or symphony radio)  

Bluetooth car phone, your Bluetooth-capable mobile phone can be conveniently connected to the GSM module 

inside the vehicle (provided that your mobile has SIM Access Profile), additional SIM card reader located in the 

surround of the MMI navigation/MMI navigation plus. Transfer of phone book entries to the vehicle and 

management of call lists; simple operation using MMI navigation/MMI navigation plus or leather-covered 

multifunction steering wheel. (Can only be ordered in conjunction with MMI navigation or MMI navigation plus)

Bluetooth car phone with wireless handset, in addition to the Bluetooth car phone the set includes a handset 

with colour display and integrated SIM card reader, for discreet phone calls; easy writing of text messages thanks 

to automatic word recognition. Handset is stored in the centre armrest, front. (Can only be ordered in conjunction 

with front centre armrest)

Assistance systems

adaptive cruise control, automatic speed and distance regulation; working within system limits, it assists with 

detecting and maintaining the distance from the vehicle in front by braking and accelerating. (Cannot be ordered 

with chorus radio)

Audi side assist, lane changing assistant, working within system limits at speeds of 30 km/h and above, the 

system uses radar technology to monitor the area on the left, right and behind the moving vehicle and informs or 

warms the driver by means of an LED display in the exterior mirror if the Audi side assist has detected another 

vehicle assessed as critical for lane-changing. (Cannot be ordered with chorus radio)

Audi lane assist, lane compliance assistant, working within system limits, the system creates a virtual driving lane 

using a front camera and steering angle sensor. If there is a danger of the vehicle leaving this lane, and the 

indicator has not been actuated, the driver is informed in the form of steering wheel vibrations. (The grey-

coloured strip along the windscreen is omitted; can only be ordered in conjunction with light/rain sensor and 

leather-covered multifunction steering wheel, not in conjunction with chorus radio)

Hold assist (not for models with start-stop system) holds the vehicle stationary for unlimited periods after 

stopping, including on uphill and downhill gradients. The system is activated by push-button and allows the driver 

to drive away smoothly without having to operate the handbrake
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Please find out from your local Audi partner which equipment is standard and what optional equipment is available in your country.

 

Luggage securing and storage systems

Storage compartments, in the front door trim with storage option for drink bottles, storage compartments in the 

right and left side trim. (On right-hand side only if Audi sound system or Bang & Olufsen Sound System are fitted), 

storage nets on the front seat backrests

Glove compartment, lockable

Drinks holder in the centre console

Drinks holder incorporated into the rear seat for 2 drinks, includes cover and additional storage compartment 

underneath the front-passenger seat. (Can only be ordered in conjunction with front centre armrest)

Lashing points, four in the luggage compartment, for securing luggage and other objects

Ski/snowboard bag, for the practical transportation of long objects, e.g. up to 4 pairs of skis up to 200 cm in 

length or 2 snowboards

Variable hood compartment, with lowering hood tray. The hood tray lowers automatically when the hood is 

opened, if sufficient room is available in the luggage compartment. For loading, the hood tray can be lifted when 

the hood is closed

Further interior equipment

Floor mats front in velour, coordinated with the carpet colour

Floor mats front and rear in velour, coordinated with the carpet colour

Audi exclusive floor mats, floor mats with leather piping. Individual choice of colour combinations for mats and 

piping from a selection of different Audi exclusive colours. Your Audi partner will be happy to offer you advice. 

From quattro GmbH

Audi exclusive carpet and floor mats, carpet including floor mats with leather piping. Individual choice of colour 

combinations for carpet, mats and piping from a selection of various Audi exclusive colours. Your Audi partner will 

be happy to offer you advice. From quattro GmbH

Door sill trims with aluminium inlays on the door sills

Electric front and rear windows, with safety system to limit closing force, one-touch opening/closing function 

with central window switch in the centre console 

Cigarette lighters and ashtrays, ashtray in the front centre console, cigarette lighter incorporated into the front 

ashtray 

12 V socket in the side trim of the luggage compartment on the right-hand side at the rear

Aluminium look on the interior on light switches, air conditioning system, MMI rotary/push-button control, vents 

and around the gear or selector lever gaiter 

 

MMI® and navigation systems

MMI® navigation, includes navigation data (DVD), 6.5-inch colour display with high-quality map display and 

numerous detailed display options, dynamic route guidance with TMC (where available), MP3 and WMA-

compatible DVD player for navigation data (DVD), can also be used for music CDs, additional arrow display in the 

driver information system, radio with triple tuner, phase diversity, 2 SDHC memory card readers (for up to 32 GB), 

AUX-IN connection, 8 passive loudspeakers, total output 80 watts (Can only be ordered in conjunction with a 

driver information system)

Navigation data (DVD), contains navigation data for the following countries (where digitised): Andorra, Austria, 

Belgium, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Gibraltar, Greece, Hungary, 

Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Monaco, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, 

San Marino, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain (including the Canary Islands), Sweden, Switzerland, UK and the Vatican City

MMI® navigation plus, with navigation data (hard drive), high-resolution 7-inch colour display with high-quality 

map display, choice of 3 alternative routes provided, map displays have topographical map colouring and show 

sightseeing information and 3D city models, route scrolling function, manoeuvring within the map by means of 

the joystick in the control button, split-screen route information (manoeuvring points, points of interest on 

motorways, TMC on route), detailed junction map and lane recommendations, dynamic route guidance with TMC 

(where available), additional arrow display in the driver information system with colour display, radio with triple 

tuner, phase diversity, hard drive can also be used to store music (10 GB), MP3, WMA and AAC-compatible DVD 

player can also be used for music and video DVDs, 2 SDHC memory card readers (for up to 32 GB), AUX-IN 

connection, 8 passive loudspeakers, total output 80 watts. (Can only be ordered in conjunction with a driver 

information system with colour display)

Navigation data (hard drive) contains navigation data for countries (where digitised) named under navigation 

data (DVD); also for Albania, Belarus, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Macedonia, Moldova, Montenegro, Romania, 

Russia, Serbia and Ukraine

Driver information system, a monochrome display provides you with information from the trip computer, auto 

check system, MMI system display items, brake wear indicator at front and digital speed display. Furthermore the 

display is used for vehicles with manual transmission for shift display; the outside temperature display shows an 

ice crystal at temperatures under +5°C to warn of possible black ice. The integrated efficiency program assists you 

with consumption data overviews, a display of additional consumers and fuel-saving tips for more economic 

driving.

Driver information system with colour display, a high-resolution display provides you with information from the 

trip computer, auto check system, MMI system display items, brake wear indicator at front and a digital speed 

display. Furthermore the display is used for vehicles with manual transmission for shift display; the outside 

temperature display shows an ice crystal at temperatures under +5°C to warn of possible black ice. The integrated 

efficiency program assists you with consumption data overviews, a display of additional consumers and fuel-

saving tips for more economic driving

Screen, 6.5-inch, monochrome, in the dashboard, for displaying radio, climate control and car menu functions as 

well as the time
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Power steering provides steering assistance whilst driving and makes parking easier. (Standard for 1.8 TFSI, 

2.0 TFSI with 132 kW and 2.0 TDI)

servotronic, speed-sensitive power steering (standard from 140 kW)

Manual transmission, 6-speed, all-synchromesh, hydraulically-actuated dry clutch with asbestos-free linings, 

twin-mass flywheel

multitronic (for models with front-wheel drive), the multitronic generation of continuously variable 

transmissions, featuring dynamic gear control program (DCP) and sport program; 8 different gears can be 

selected in manual mode; hydraulically controlled multi-plate clutch

S tronic (for models with quattro® permanent all-wheel drive), the 7-speed dual clutch transmission with 

electrohydraulic actuation facilitates shorter gearshift times and gearshifting with hardly any perceptible break in 

propulsive power: can be operated via the shift paddles behind the steering wheel (optional) or the selector lever; 

in automatic mode the driver can choose between the programs D (normal) and S (sports)

quattro®, permanent all-wheel drive with asymmetric/dynamic torque distribution, self-locking centre 

differential, electronic differential lock (EDL) via braking intervention on all driven wheels

quattro® with sports differential, the electronically regulated sports differential distributes variable amounts of 

driving force to each rear wheel. The sports differential can provide different amounts of torque at each rear wheel 

in almost any driving situation, ensures agile handling and outstanding acceleration performance in corners and 

stabilises the vehicle’s response to load change. It also ensures better direct steering characteristics and, thanks 

to less steering effort, more agile handling. (Available for the 3.2 FSI quattro and 3.0 TDI quattro, can only be 

ordered in conjunction with Audi drive select)

Recuperation, increasing the generator voltage converts kinetic energy into usable electrical energy when the 

vehicle is coasting or braking. This energy is used to assist the generator during subsequent acceleration, saving 

up to 3 % fuel

Start-stop system reduces fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions by switching off the engine when standing, e.g. at 

traffic lights. For optimum restarting, the starting process is initiated as soon as the driver presses the clutch 

pedal and the engine is already up to idling speed by the time a gear is selected. (Only for 2.0 TDI and 2.0 TFSI 

with 6-speed manual transmission)

Misfuelling protection mechanically prevents that diesel vehicles are mistakenly filled up with petrol

 

Audi extended warranty

Audi extended warranty can only be ordered directly and on purchase of a new car; is a consistent continuation of 

the manufacturer’s guarantee so that you are protected against risk and can control servicing costs even after the 

first 2 years. There is a total of 9 lifetime/total mileage combinations to choose from:

Additional 1 year Audi extended warranty, maximum total mileage 30,000 km

Additional 1 year Audi extended warranty, maximum total mileage 60,000 km

Additional 1 year Audi extended warranty, maximum total mileage 90,000 km

Additional 2 years Audi extended warranty, maximum total mileage 40,000 km

Additional 2 years Audi extended warranty, maximum total mileage 80,000 km

Additional 2 years Audi extended warranty, maximum total mileage 120,000 km

Additional 3 years Audi extended warranty, maximum total mileage 50,000 km

Additional 3 years Audi extended warranty, maximum total mileage 100,000 km

Additional 3 years Audi extended warranty, maximum total mileage 150,000 km

Equipment for the A5 Cabriolet illustrated (p. 4–33):

Paintwork: Aurum Beige, metallic; wheels: cast aluminium wheels, 15-spoke star design;

Seat covers: Fine Nappa leather, black; inlays: Aluminium hologram

Equipment for the A5 Cabriolet illustrated (p. 6–32):

Paintwork: Teak Brown, metallic; wheels: cast aluminium wheels, 5-arm Y design;

Seat covers: Milano leather perforated, cardamom beige; inlays: Laurel nutmeg
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Please find out from your local Audi partner which equipment is standard and what optional equipment is available in your country.
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Parking system, rear, makes reverse parking easier by indicating acoustically how far away the vehicle is from a 

detected object; measurement is by ultrasonic sensors concealed in the bumper

Parking system plus, acoustic and visual parking aid for front and rear, with display in MMI screen

Parking system plus with reversing camera, acoustic and visual parking aid for front and rear, image of area 

behind the vehicle shown on the MMI display, with 2 dynamic display modes for the calculated direction of travel, 

depending on the steering angle; includes help lines and guidelines; reversing camera concealed in the luggage 

compartment lid handle strip. (Can only be ordered in conjunction with a MMI navigation system)

Cruise control system – at speeds of 30 km/h and above, the system keeps the set speed constant, provided that 

engine power and engine braking effect permit it; also features active braking intervention, e.g. when driving 

downhill; operated via separate steering wheel control stalk; set speed displayed in the central display

Suspension/brakes

Audi drive select, vehicle settings can be changed by selecting one of 3 modes (comfort, auto and dynamic), or an 

additional individual mode can be set up using MMI navigation system. (Can only be ordered with dynamic 

steering and/or suspension with damper regulation and/or quattro® with sports differential)

Dynamic steering – when cornering, changing lanes or parking, this system improves comfort and handling by 

dynamically regulating steering according to the driving situation. In addition to adaptation of the steering effort 

(as with servotronic), the steering angle is also adapted (steering ratio). The system is also supported further by 

vehicle stabilisation through ESP. (Can only be ordered in conjunction with Audi drive select)

Suspension with damper regulation, electronically controlled adaptation to different driving situations; dynamic 

or comfort-oriented characteristic of the damper coordination can be adapted over Audi drive select. (Can only be 

ordered in conjunction with Audi drive select)

Dynamic suspension providing outstanding handling and exceptional levels of comfort with 5-link lightweight 

front axle with virtual steering axis, tubular anti-roll bar; trapezoidal-link rear axle with independent wheel 

suspension; twin-tube gas-filled shock absorbers and coil springs, auxiliary rebound springs, flexibly mounted 

subframe at rear, at front rigidly bolted to vehicle body

Sports suspension with stiffer spring and damper tuning for more direct contact with the road and sporty 

handling; includes suspension brace

S line sports suspension with more dynamic suspension tuning and vehicle lowered by 10 mm

Braking system, dual-circuit, diagonally-split braking system, anti-lock system (ABS) with electronic brake force 

distribution (EBD), Electronic Stabilization Programme (ESP) with brake assist, tandem brake booster, disc brakes 

front/rear, ventilated at front

Electromechanical parking brake, includes parking brake function when stationary, drive-off assistance function 

by means of automatic release when driving away and emergency braking function whilst driving by means of 

action on all 4 wheels

 

Technology/safety

Body, galvanised (fully-galvanised in areas at risk from corrosion), unit construction, welded to the floor pan, 

front and rear areas feature defined crumple zones, aluminium front wings. (12 year warranty against rust 

perforation)

Rollover protection, active, automatically-triggered protective system behind the rear head restraints

Airbags, full-size airbag for driver and front passenger with seat position recognition 

Side airbags at the front, to supplement side impact protection in the doors (head/thorax airbag)

Integrated head restraint system, in the event of a rear-end collision, the design of the seats stabilises the upper 

torso and provides improved head support. This increases the level of protection and reduces the risk of a whiplash 

injury

Steering column lock, electric

Instrument cluster, with adjustable lighting, electronic speedometer with odometer and trip odometer, rev 

counter and automatic ready-check when engine starts, clock, coolant temperature display and fuel gauge

Safety steering column, includes a shunt mechanism with damping function, to supplement the protection 

offered by the seatbelts and airbags

Seat belts, 3-point inertia-reel seat belts for all 4 seats; colour-coordinated with the interior, with seat belt 

reminder function and belt force limiters at the front and belt tensioners at the front and rear

Automatic belt provider, with 2 positions for people of different heights. The belt is automatically moved forward 

upon activation of the ignition and moved back again after the seat belt has been fastened

Warning triangle, with bracket on the inside of the luggage compartment lid

First-aid kit, in the storage compartment under the driver’s seat

Traction control (ASR), for good traction, reduces spinning of the drive wheels

Electronic Differential Lock (EDL), on surfaces with varying levels of grip, this start-off assistant automatically 

brakes the drive wheels on the surface that is too slippery, thereby ensuring smooth, powerful progress; operates 

at speeds up to approx. 100 km/h

Electronic Stabilization Programme (ESP), networks the ABS, EBD, ASR and EDL with its own sensors and 

compares the driving data with reference data; improves stability at all speeds by targeted braking of individual 

wheels and intervention in the engine management system

ESP with electronic cross-axle lock, the electronic cross-axle lock is incorporated in the ESP for models with front 

wheel drive. It distributes the drive torque by means of targeted braking actions in accordance with the driving 

situation. When cornering, the cross-axle lock actively counteracts understeer. The result is improved traction and 

dynamic performance when cornering and more precise handling. Agility during steering is also improved
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Model A5 Cabriolet 3.2 FSI  A5 Cabriolet 3.2 FSI quattro  A5 Cabriolet 2.0 TDI
 with diesel particulate filter

 A5 Cabriolet 2.7 TDI
 with diesel particulate filter

Engine type V6-cylinder petrol engin

with direct fuel injection

and Audi valvelift system

V6-cylinder petrol engin

with direct fuel injection

and Audi valvelift system

4-cylinder in-line diesel engine

with common rail injection system

and exhaust-gas turbocharging

V6 diesel engine with

common rail injection system

and exhaust-gas turbocharging

Displacement in cc (valves per cylinder) 3197 (4) 3197 (4) 1968 (4) 2698 (4)

Max. output¹ in kW at rpm 195/6500 195/6500 125/4200 140/3500–4400

Max. torque in Nm at rpm 330/3000–5000 330/3000–5000 350/1750–2500 400/1400–3250

Power transmission/wheels

Type of drive Front-wheel drive quattro® permanent all-wheel drive Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive

Transmission [multitronic] [7-speed S tronic] 6-speed manual transmission 6-speed manual transmission

[multitronic]

Wheels Lightweight forged aluminium wheels, 

7.5 J x 17

Lightweight forged aluminium wheels, 

7.5 J x 17

Lightweight forged aluminium wheels, 

7.5 J x 17

Lightweight forged aluminium wheels, 

7.5 J x 17

Tyres 225/50 R 17 225/50 R 17 225/50 R 17 225/50 R 17

Weights/capacities

Unladen weight² in kg [1785] [1860] 1730 1835 [1860]

Gross vehicle weight in kg [2210] [2285] 2155 2260 [2285]

Roof load/trailer nose weight in kg 80 80 80 80

Trailer load limit³ in kg unbraked [750] [750] 750 750

 12 % gradient [1700] [1900] 1600 1600 [1700]

 8 % gradient [1800] [2100] 1800 1800 [1900]

Fuel tank capacity, approx. in l 65 64 65 65

Performance/consumption⁴

Top speed in km/h [246] [250] 222 230 [222]

Acceleration 0–100 km/h in s [6.9] [6.9] 9.3 8.6 [8.6]

Fuel grade Sulphur-free super unleaded RON 95⁵ Sulphur-free super unleaded RON 95⁵ Sulphur-free diesel⁷ Sulphur-free diesel⁷ 

Fuel consumption⁶ in l/100 km urban [12.1] [13.8] 6.7 8.1 [7.7]

 extra-urban [6.5] [7.0] 4.7 5.2 [5.8]

 combined [8.6] [9.5] 5.5 6.2 [6.5]

 CO₂ emissions⁶ in g/km urban [281] [317] 177 211 [201]

 extra-urban [151] [161] 124 136 [151]

 combined [199] [219] 144 164 [169]

Emissions standard EU5 EU5 EU5 EU5
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Model A5 Cabriolet 1.8 TFSI A5 Cabriolet 2.0 TFSI A5 Cabriolet 2.0 TFSI
  (132 kW) (155 kW)

 A5 Cabriolet 2.0 TFSI quattro
 (155 kW)

Engine type 4-cylinder in-line petrol engine

with direct fuel injection and

exhaust-gas turbocharger

4-cylinder inline petrol engine with direct 

fuel injection, exhaust-gas turbocharging 

and Audi valvelift system

4-cylinder inline petrol engine with direct 

fuel injection, exhaust-gas turbocharging 

and Audi valvelift system

4-cylinder inline petrol engine with direct 

fuel injection, exhaust-gas turbocharging 

and Audi valvelift system

Displacement in cc (valves per cylinder) 1798 (4) 1984 (4) 1984 (4) 1984 (4)

Max. output1 in kW at rpm 118/4500–6200 132/4000–6000 155/4300–6000 155/4300–6000

Max. torque in Nm at rpm 250/1500–4500 320/1500–3900 350/1500–4200 350/1500–4200

Power transmission/wheels

Type of drive Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive quattro® permanent all-wheel drive

Transmission 6-speed manual transmission

[multitronic]

[multitronic] 6-speed manual transmission

[multitronic]

[7-speed S tronic]

Wheels Cast aluminium wheels,

7.5 J x 16

Lightweight forged aluminium wheels, 

7.5 J x 17

Lightweight forged aluminium wheels, 

7.5 J x 17

Lightweight forged aluminium wheels, 

7.5 J x 17

Tyres 225/55 R 16 225/50 R 17 225/50 R 17 225/50 R 17

Weights/capacities

Unladen weight² in kg 1685 [1720] [1730] 1705 [1730] [1810]

Gross vehicle weight in kg 2110 [2145] [2155] 2130 [2155] [2235]

Roof load/trailer nose weight in kg 80 80 80 80

Trailer load limit³ in kg unbraked 750 [750] 750 [750]

 12 % gradient 1300 [1500] 1500 [1700]

 8 % gradient 1500 [1700] 1700 [1900]

Fuel tank capacity, approx. in l 65 65 65 64

Performance/consumption⁴

Top speed in km/h 218 [210] [219] 241 [233] [238]

Acceleration 0–100 km/h in s 9.9 [9.5] [8.9] 7.5 [7.9] [7.3]

Fuel grade Sulphur-free super unleaded RON 95⁵ Sulphur-free super unleaded RON 95⁵ Sulphur-free super unleaded RON 95⁵ Sulphur-free super unleaded RON 95⁵

Fuel consumption⁶ in l/100 km urban 10.0 [9.5] [9.9] 9.1 [9.9] [9.5]

 extra-urban 5.9 [6.4] [6.0] 5.4 [6.0] [6.6]

 combined 7.4 [7.5] [7.4] 6.8 [7.4] [7.7]

 CO₂ emissions⁶ in g/km urban 232 [220] [232] 212 [232] [221]

 extra-urban 136 [147] [141] 127 [141] [155]

 combined 172 [174] [174] 159 [174] [179]

Emissions standard EU5 EU5 EU5 EU5

 [  ] Data in square brackets refer to multitronic or S tronic. Explanatory notes ¹ to ⁷ on page 64.
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Audi A5 Cabriolet

Dimensions in millimetres.

Dimensions were measured with vehicle at unladen weight.

Luggage compartment volume 320 l with open hood, 380 l with closed hood, 750 l with the rear seat back folded down

(measured by the VDA method, using 200 x 100 x 50 mm blocks).

Turning circle approx. 11.4 m.

* Maximum headroom. ** Elbow room width. *** Shoulder room width.
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Notes

¹ The figure given has been calculated in accordance with the specified 

measuring procedure (current version of Directive 80/1269/EEC).

² Weight of car, unladen, with driver (68 kg), luggage (7 kg) and with fuel tank 

filled to 90 %, calculated in accordance with the current version of EC Directive 

92/21/EEC. Optional equipment may increase the car’s unladen weight and 

drag coefficient, whereupon the possible payload limit and the top speed will 

be reduced accordingly.

³ The engine’s power output always goes down with increasing altitude. At

1,000 m above sea level, and for every additional 1,000 m, deduct 10 % from 

the weight of the outfit (trailer load limit + gross weight of the towing vehicle). 

Figure for trailer load limit applies to factory-fitted trailer towing hitch. If 

using the vehicle with a trailer towing hitch for commercial purposes, a digital 

tachograph may be required under certain conditions.

⁴ A vehicle’s fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions do not just depend on how 

efficiently the vehicle uses the fuel, but are also influenced by driving behaviour 

and other non-technical factors. CO₂ is the greenhouse gas primarily 

responsible for global warming.

⁵ We recommend using sulphur-free super unleaded RON 95 in accordance with 

DIN EN 228. If not available, use sulphur-free regular unleaded RON 91 in 

accordance with DIN EN 228; power output will be slightly reduced. Unleaded 

RON 95 fuel with a maximum ethanol content of 10% (E10) can generally be 

used. Fuel consumption details refer to operation with RON 95 fuel in accord-

ance with 692/2008/EC.

⁶ The figures given were calculated using the specified measuring procedures. 

The figures do not refer to one individual vehicle and do not form part of any 

offer, but rather should be used purely for purposes of comparison between 

the different vehicle models.

⁷ We recommend using sulphur-free diesel in accordance with DIN EN 590.

If not available, diesel in accordance with DIN EN 590.

Important note

Inspections are due as shown by the service display.

Model A5 Cabriolet 3.0 TDI quattro
 with diesel particulate filter

Engine type V6 diesel engine with

common rail injection system

and exhaust gas turbocharging

Displacement in cc (valves per cylinder) 2967 (4)

Max. output¹ in kW at rpm 176/4000–4400

Max. torque in Nm at rpm 500/1500–3000

Power transmission/wheels

Type of drive quattro® permanent all-wheel drive

Transmission [7-speed S tronic]

Wheels Lightweight forged aluminium wheels, 

7.5 J x 17

Tyres 225/50 R 17

Weights/capacities

Unladen weight² in kg [1935]

Gross vehicle weight in kg [2360]

Roof load/trailer nose weight in kg 80

Trailer load limit³ in kg unbraked [750]

 12 % gradient [1900]

 8 % gradient [2100]

Fuel tank capacity, approx. in l 64

Performance/consumption⁴

Top speed in km/h [247] 

Acceleration 0–100 km/h in s [6.4] 

Fuel grade Sulphur-free diesel⁷ 

Fuel consumption⁶ in l/100 km urban [8.5] 

 extra-urban [5.8] 

 combined [6.8] 

 CO₂ emissions⁶ in g/km urban [224] 

 extra-urban [153] 

 combined [179] 

Emissions standard EU5

 [  ] Data for S tronic.
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At Audi, you get much more than just an Audi.

Anyone who chooses an Audi chooses a brand that offers its customers more.

More individuality. More exclusivity. And more fascination.

www.audi.com

Vorsprung durch Technik, and everything that 

it entails: the legendary Audi history, dates of 

unforgettable events and ground-breaking 

innovations – let your fascination grow with 

the Audi brand.

> www.audi.com 

Audi configurator

Create your own personal Audi using the 

Audi configurator. All current models, 

engines, colours and equipment options 

are available for you to choose from.

> www.audi.com
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Audi tv

On Audi tv you can discover new facets of our brand with the four 

rings: exciting commentaries on our models, technical 

innovations, fascinating events from the fields of motorsport, 

tradition, culture and lifestyle. Take a look behind the scenes. The 

latest news every day. Round the clock.

> www.audi.tv

Audi Bank

Financing. Leasing. Insuring. Whichever new Audi you 

decide on, every quotation from the Audi Bank is 

individually tailored to you. Our special offer packages, for 

example, combine current financing and leasing options 

with comprehensive insurance protection and thus offer 

you unlimited mobility.

> www.audi.com
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